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Hippopotomonstrosesquipedaliophobia1 

Brad Bennett

We haiku poets generally eschew using long, ponderous words in 
PVS� DPODJTF� QPFNT�� 'BDF� JU�XF� BSF� TDBSFE� PG� FYUSB�MPOH�XPSET��

And rightly so. Haiku is the short form, so why use up so much space 
XJUI�POF�XPSE �"O�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSE�JO�B�IBJLV�JT�MJLF�B�TUBS�CBTFCBMM�QMBZFS�
taking up a significant portion of the team’s payroll—it seldom results in 
a championship. Plus, the use of long words is undemocratic—all of the 
XPSET�JO�B�IBJLV�TIPVME�TIBSF�UIF�QPXFS��&YUSB�MPOH�XPSET�DBMM�BUUFOUJPO�
to themselves, and by using these cumbersome words, authors call atten-
tion to themselves as well. Ultimately, a haiku is about accessibility and 
readability. Long words often lead us out of the concrete sensory forest in 
which many haiku poets love to walk.

But every now and then, a really long word works in haiku, and it works 
XPOEFSGVMMZ��ăJT�PDDVST�GPS�B�IBOEGVM�PG�SFBTPOT��4PNFUJNFT�FYUSB�MPOH�
words work visually in a haiku, either because they are deliberately long, 
PS�CFDBVTF�UIFZ�BSF�EFTJHOFE�UP�DSFBUF�B�DPODSFUF�QPFN�MJLF�FĈFDU��0DDB-
sionally they work auditorily, creating instances of onomatopoeia. Multi-
syllabic words are also used intentionally to create humor in ironic haiku, 
senryu, and joke-ku. Finally, long words can be effective because they 
QSFTFOU� UIF�NPTU� BQU�XPSE� GPS� UIBU�QBSUJDVMBS� TFOTPSZ�FYQFSJFODF� DPO-
cept, or emotion. In some cases, the poet actually conjures up a specific 
XPSE�UP�đU�B�TQFDJđD�OFFE��6MUJNBUFMZ�JG�BO�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSE�EPFT�TVDDFFE�
in a haiku, I would argue that it must contribute to the poem specifically 
CFDBVTF�PG�JUT�MFOHUI��"O�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSE�IBT�UP�TFSWF�BO�BEEJUJPOBM�QVS-
pose besides contributing to the denotative meaning of the poem.

ăJT�FTTBZ�JT�OPU�NFBOU�UP�CF�BO�FYIBVTUJWF�TUVEZ�PG�BMM�UIF�SFBMMZ�MPOH�
words used in haiku—that would be an impossible task. My mission is 
NPSF� FYQMPSBUPSZ� BO� BUUFNQU� UP� TUBSU� B� DPOWFSTBUJPO��"� đSTU� RVFTUJPO�
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might be: How long is “really long?” In looking at numerous haiku I dis-
covered that five-syllable words are not uncommon in haiku, and, most 
of the time, they are digested by readers who don’t even stop to think 
about how many syllables they contain. There are even some common 
TJY�TZMMBCMF�XPSET�UIBU�XF�SBDF�UISPVHI�XIJMF�SFBEJOH�UIFN�XJUIPVU�OP-
UJDJOH�IPX�MPOH�UIFZ�BSF��0OF�TVDI�XPSE�JT�iGBNJMJBSJUZ�u�ăF�GPMMPXJOH�
poem displays how easily this word goes down.

each day
the familiarity
of water

Jeannie Martin2

This is a thoughtful, observant, and successful haiku, but the length of 
UIF�XPSE�iGBNJMJBSJUZu�EPFTO�U�BEE�FYUSB�WBMVF�UP�UIF�QPFN��)BJLV�UIBU�
include words that are long but unostentatious like this are not the fo-
DVT�PG�UIJT�BSUJDMF��*OTUFBE�*�XJMM�CF�FYBNJOJOH�IBJLV�XJUI�XPSET�UIBU�BSF�
NPTUMZ�TJY�PS�NPSF�TZMMBCMFT�MPOH�BOE�FYDFQUJPOBM�JO�TPNF�JNQPSUBOU�XBZ��
In his article, “Haiku Diction: The Use of Words in Haiku,” Charles 
Trumbull states, “Haiku poets strive for precision of meaning and ap-
propriateness of diction. Wordplay or any other use of a word that calls 
attention to the word itself or away from the meaning of the haiku is 
discouraged. Words must be used as gently as possible so as to minimize 
perturbations of the image.”3�*�XPVME�BSHVF�UIBU�UIF�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSET�UIBU�
are used in the following haiku do not perturb the image—rather they 
enhance and enlighten the poem.

1FSIBQT�UIF�NPTU�PCWJPVT�XBZ�BO�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSE�DBO�DPOUSJCVUF�UP�B�
haiku is by alluding to a long physical distance or a long period of elapsed 
UJNF��0OF�PG�UIF�đSTU�BOE�POMZ�UJNFT�UIBU�*�IBWF�VTFE�B�TJY�TZMMBCMF�XPSE�
in a haiku was in this one: 

octogenarian swimmer his long, long wake� 

My choice of “octogenarian” was deliberate. I chose the long word to 
mimic the long wake of the long-lived swimmer. If I had used “eighty-
year old,” I would argue that the poem wouldn’t have been as effective. 
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Using a long and bulky word in a poem can force the reader to slow 
down, even when they are reading the word in their head. In the follow-
ing poem, navigating the word “circumnavigation” deliberately slows the 
reader to a snail’s pace.

takes all day
snail’s circumnavigation
of a stone

Jeannie Martin5 

*O�UIF�OFYU�QPFN�UIF�MPOH�XPSE�iCJPMVNJOFTDFODFu�MJOHFST�MJLF�TVNNFS�
dusk. 

the jellyfish
and their bioluminescence
a long summer dusk

Melissa Allen6 

Sometimes a long word reflects an act of slow, deliberate rumination:

philosophizing—
putting my foot in the stream
a second time

Jim Kacian7 

Although “philosophizing” has “only” five syllables, I would argue that 
JU�đUT�NZ�EFđOJUJPO�PG�B�QPOEFSPVT�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSE��,BDJBO�TUBSUT� UIF�
reader off in their head with that word. Then he and Heraclitus invite us 
UP�HFU�PVS�GFFU�XFU�UISPVHI�SFBM�XPSME�FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO��

summer clouds
she talks about death
hypothetically

Collin Barber8 
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Barber’s haiku works contrary to Kacian’s, in that the long word ends 
rather than begins the poem. Thus, the reader has to slow down and re-
flect at the end of the poem, just as the person in the poem ponders death 
while the empirical (and metaphorical) summer clouds float by.

"OPUIFS� WJTVBM� FĈFDU� DSFBUFE� CZ� FYUSB�MPOH� XPSET� JT� SFNJOJTDFOU� PG�
concrete poems. Long pseudo-words can be created by jamming smaller 
words together, as in this classic by John Stevenson:9 

jampackedelevetaoreverybuttonpushed

:PV� DPVME� BSHVF� UIBU� UIJT� JT� B� DPODSFUF� IBJLV� CFDBVTF� UIF� XPSET� BSF�
DSPXEFE�UPHFUIFS�UP�NJNJD�UIF�FYQFSJFODF��*O�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�QPFN�UIF�
smushing of the words (trial, lengthy, hypotheticals, strain, and nerves) 
IFMQT�UP�DSFBUF�UIF�TUSFTT�BOE�TUSBJO�PG�UIF�USJBM�FYQFSJFODF�

trialengthypotheticalstrainerves

Emily Romano10 

Sometimes, the sound of the word contributes to the sound of the poem, 
serving as a form of onomatopoeia:

tintinnabulation—
shadow puppets dance
across a blank white wall

Angelee Deodhar11

The word “tintinnabulation” acts as musical accompaniment to the pup-
pet show and the poem. Plus, the word dances lightly across the first line.

mountain brook—
     the indistinguishable spring
                      of voices

Tom Clausen12 
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In this poem, the word “indistinguishable” sounds like a loud mash-up of 
babbling and trickling sounds, the cascading of a mountain brook. 

Every now and then, it’s hard to avoid the temptation of ironic fun 
that can be achieved by deliberately counting syllables. Jim Kacian says 
he wrote this one as “a ‘guidepost’ for syllable-counters.”13 

ordinary things
FYUSBPSEJOBSJMZ
articulated�� 

In the following poem, “irregularities” is a word used to describe specific 
parts of a paper that don’t follow some unstated norms or rules. The word 
“irregularity” is an irregular word in a haiku, thus calling attention to 
itself deliberately and ironically. 

first draft
the irregularities
in the paper

Jim Kacian15 

I’m sure we’ve all seen joke haiku that include multi-syllabic words like 
this one:

Long words have ruined 
The best lines of my haiku.
Sesquipedalian.

Rob Shore16 

Charles Trumbull describes some arcane words in haiku as “high-faloo-
tin’ talk.” He states, “In such cases I always have the impression that the 
poet is trying to advertise that he/she knows more words than I do—i.e., 
showing off. Again, the point of writing a haiku is to communicate. If 
it does not do so because one word or another is unfamiliar, I have to 
adjudge a failed haiku.”17 
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Some long words in haiku may be too technical or obscure, and thus 
send the reader to the nearest dictionary. I know a haiku poet who de-
lightedly admits to using words that people need to look up. For me, 
the form is historically, deliberately, and mindfully accessible, so I try to 
use conversational, familiar language. I don’t want my readers to look up 
words from my poems, unless there’s a very, very good reason.

When I am considering using a word that might not be universally 
known, I try to guess whether “most” readers would know the mean-
ing. The problem with this strategy is that I don’t always know whether a 
word is common enough for a majority of readers to know its meaning. 
And what constitutes a majority? The just-a-little-over-a-half of 51%? 
The 75% that it takes for baseball players to get into the Hall of Fame? 
The 90% that an A Grade needs?

Gary Hotham states, “I think the haiku form especially favors short 
words, common words that build but don’t distract from the goal. It is 
possible that a word that might send a reader to the dictionary is the best 
one to use or that an unusual or uncommon one like ‘tintinnabulation’ 
JT�NPTU�BQQSPQSJBUF��0O�UIF�XIPMF�*�EPO�U�XBOU�B�EJTUSBDUJPO�GSPN�UIF�
flow.”18 

0DDBTJPOBMMZ�*�DPNF�VQPO�BO�VOGBNJMJBS�XPSE�UIBU�*�OFFE�UP�MPPL�VQ�
BOE�CFDPNF�SJDIFS�GPS�UIF�FYQFSJFODF��"OE�QFSIBQT�UIPTF�PG�VT�XIP�BSF�
ensconced in, or nearing, the last third of our lives can be forgiven if we 
need to look up words that we used to know. 

climate change
what will dendrochronology
say about us?

Alan S. Bridges19 

Sometimes, a word may not be familiar at first, but you can decipher the 
NFBOJOH�CZ�UIF�DPOUFYU��$POTJEFS�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�IBJLV�

bringing soft things
into the hibernaculum
solstice sky

Julie Warther20 
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Upon first reading, I didn’t know the word “hibernaculum,” but could 
guess at its meaning. It starts with the same root that begins the word “hi-
bernate.” And I pictured a hibernaculum as a smaller version of a domed 
planetarium, so I made the connection with the solstice sky. Thus, “hiber-
naculum” adds significantly more to this poem than words like “den” or 
iMBJS�u�6MUJNBUFMZ�UIJT�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSE�XBT�BDDFTTJCMF�WJB�B�NJOJNVN�PG�
effort, even though I didn’t initially know its meaning.

A long word in a poem can be the author’s invention. (Although the 
word in question in the following haiku contains only five syllables, I 
would argue that it is bulky enough to make our cut.)

your patience the real me michelangeloed

Julie Warther21 

This haiku works because the noun (Michelangelo) gets transformed 
JOUP�B�WFSC�XJUI�B�TQFDJđD�NFBOJOH�UIBU�DBO�POMZ�CF�FYQSFTTFE�VTJOH�UIBU�
newly-coined word. Wikipedia gifted me the word for this phenomenon, 
anthimeria, which means using one part of speech for another. It seems 
that we are verbing our nouns more and more frequently these days, so we 
may see more of these showing up in haiku in the future.

We are all searching for the absolutely perfect word to describe each 
IBJLV�FYQFSJFODF�BOE�TPNFUJNFT�XF�đOE�UIBU�POMZ�UIBU�POF�XPSE�XJMM�EP�
FWFO�JG� JU�SVOT�MPOH��i1IPUPTZOUIFTJ[JOHu�JT�B�VOJRVF�BOE�DPNQMFY�QSP-
DFTT�TP�UIF�DPNQMFYJUZ�PG�UIF�XPSE�XPSLT�JO�UIJT�QPFN�BCPVU�UIF�NBHJD�
of touch:

photosynthesizing the newness of each touch

Julie Warther22 

:FT�XF�XBOU� UP� VTF� FYUSB�MPOH�XPSET� KVEJDJPVTMZ� BOE� TQBSJOHMZ� JO� PVS�
haiku. And yes, we should avoid using hippopotomonstrosesquipedalian 
words in haiku almost all of the time. But there are rare instances where 
they succeed, for a variety of reasons. Perhaps you might try using one 
yourself !
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notes

1The title of this article means “fear of long words” and appears to have more than 
one spelling. I chose the one I liked best! The author wishes to thank Alan S. Bridges, 
Tom Clausen, Gary Hotham, Jim Kacian, Hannah Mahoney, Jeannie Martin, John 
Stevenson, and Julie Warther for their help with this article. Also, many thanks to 
$IBSMJF�5SVNCVMM�GPS�IJT�IFMQ�JO�USBDLJOH�EPXO�IBJLV�XJUI�FYUSB�MPOH�XPSET�

2 Previously unpublished.
3 Trumbull, Charles. "Haiku Diction: The Use of Words in Haiku." Frogpond 38.2 

(2015).
� failed haiku, February 2017.
5 Previously unpublished.
6 Red Dragonfly (blog), Sept. 1, 2013.
7 Woodnotes 29.
8 The Heron’s Nest 8.3.
9 Frogpond 25.2.
10 Modern Haiku 27:1.
11 “Mindfulness” (haibun), Kernals 2, Summer 2013.
12 Mayfly 27.
13 Email correspondence.
�� Previously unpublished.
15 Previously unpublished.
16 Best American Poetry website, August 5, 2008.
17 Trumbull. Frogpond 38.2.
18 Hotham, Gary. “Short Word Prejudice.” Spilled Milk: Haiku Destinies. Colo-

rado: Pinyon Publishing, 2010, p. 131.
19 Previously unpublished.
20 Hedgerow 126.
21 Sonic Boom����
22 FemkuMag 5.


